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Philosophy of Biology 
Third reflection questions for in-class discussion on October 1, 2013  

Based on Hempel’s Logic of Functional Analysis and Mayr’s Multiple Meanings of Teleological. 
 

Hempel begins with an account of the general logic of scientific explanation. His conviction is that in 

order to explain some event or pattern, an explanation must show why that event or pattern was (a) 

necessary or (b) probable.  On his view, this is what distinguishes explanation from mere description.  

Descriptions fail to show why some event or pattern had to (or was likely to) follow from some set of 

antecedent conditions. Explanations do.  

 To satisfy (a), any good explanation must have the form of a deductive argument. More 

precisely, it must be possible to reconstruct the explanation as a deductive argument. This is a basic test 

to see whether an explanation is scientific. However, some scientific explanations are still good even 

though they cannot be reconstructed as deductive arguments. These can be reconstructed as probability 

statements  - thus satisfying (b).  These general ideas about explanation are outlined in sections 1 & 2 of 

the paper.  Hempel’s strategy later on in the paper is to show that since functional explanation does not 

satisfy either (a) or (b), this form of explanation is not scientific.  

1. In Section 4, at the top of page 310, Hempel outlines the basic form of a functional explanation 

(argument 4.1).  See if you can apply this schema to the following explanation: “the function of 

feline hormone H is to relieve stress.” How would you unpack this functional explanation according 

to Hempel’s schema?  

2. What does Hempel mean when he says that arguments of this form affirm the consequent? Why is 

this a problem on his view? 

3. Part of the problem, for Hempel, is that there are no strict laws requiring that, if a species 

encounters adaptive problem P (being highly stressed, say), then they will evolve functional trait T 

(e.g. face-rubby hormones). What does it mean to say that there are no such laws? Is there a way 

around this problem?  

4. Turning to section 6, starting on page 320, Hempel is addressing the suggestion that functional 

statements can be cashed out in terms of the “needs” of an organism. A contemporary version of 

this view might go like this:  trait t is functional in organism O if t contributes to O’s survival and 

reproduction.  What are Hempel’s objections to this suggestion? Do you agree that these are serious 

problems? 



Teleological explanations have the structure of functional explanations.  They explain the presence of a 

trait or entity in terms of the end or goal that it brings about. The reason that the turtle clambers onto 

the beach is in order to lay eggs. The reason that the butterfly migrates south is so its descendants will 

reproduce in Mexico. For the sake of argument, let’s agree that these statements are not referring to 

mental states.  We do use teleological language to speak of mental states in “higher” creatures, like 

humans, maybe even turtles. But biologists also use teleological language for organisms that lack goals. 

The question is whether these ascriptions of ends are legitimate.   

 Evolutionary biologist Ernst Mayr thinks that certain teleological explanations are legitimate, if 

properly understood.  He uses the term “teleonomic” to distinguish them as a class.  The following 

questions are directed towards Mayr’s account of teleonomic explanation.  

1. Presumably, Mayr wants the concept of teleonomy to explain goal directed behaviour. The 

reason that the butterfly appears to have the goal of flying south is because this behaviour is 

teleonomic.  Mayr  further defines ‘teleonomic” as behaviour that is directed by a program.  But 

what does it mean for something to be directed by a program, other than that it seems goal 

directed? It had better mean something else than seemingly goal directed. Otherwise, 

teleonomic explanations will be circular. For example:  

Q: Why do butterflies behave as if they have goals?  

A: Because those behavious are teleonomic (ie. programmed).  

Q: What does it mean to be programmed in this sense? 

A:  It means that behaviour is apparently goal directed.  

Q: So, the reason that butterflies appear to have goals is because they seemingly have goals...?   

 Can Mayr define ‘program’ in a way that breaks out if this circle?  

2. Mayr distinguishes between an open and a closed behavioural program. Are there any 

behaviours that do not satisfy either one of these conditions? If not, then is every conceivable 

behaviour teleonomic in virtue of being somehow programmed?  Why might this be a problem 

for Mayr’s account? 

 

 


